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CHAPTER 1: INTRODUCTION
Background of the Study:
Self Help Groups (SHGs) are the pre-dominant micro finance model in India. NGOs initiated
the SHG movement in 1990s and later the Government became a major promoter of SHGs
across the country along with NGOs. Self employment, through organizing poor into SHGs,
became the cornerstone of the new strategy for poverty alleviation for both the Govt. and
NGOs. SHGs serve a variety of purposes. They contribute to women’s’ empowerment,
promotion of financial services and livelihood support services for its members. The
Government also uses SHGs to channel various development programmes to the targeted
clientele.
The SHG movement in India has come off age, after nearly two decades of experimentation.
The SHGs today have become a vehicle to pursue a diverse development agenda. Growth
with quality has become the paramount agenda today among different stakeholders as there is
an over reaching concern about the sustainability of the SHGs movement. While access to
credit for SHGs has increased significantly over the years due to SHG-bank linkage
programme and emergence of micro finance institutions across the country, the challenge
now is to nurture the SHGs for effective utilization of credit to diversify the livelihood
options for the women members and make these self-sustainable.
During the last decade, there has been a substantial expansion in the availability of micro loan
and savings facility for the poor through the most widely practised model of the “Self Help
Group (SHG)”. The SHG model has proved to be the most successful mechanism for the
deliverance of development oriented results. India in general and the state of Odisha in
particular, has witnessed exponential growth in the number of SHGs during the last two
decades. However, post the 2008 recessionary phase, all major sectors and regions in the
economy have faced a slump. While major economic sectors like services and manufacturing
have faced a noticeable slowdown in their growth trajectories, as observed from the various
macroeconomic indicators, the impact on the non-economic sectors are far less pronounced
and therefore need to be assessed more deeply. Since the analysis of the SHG movement will
be like a litmus test in this regard, a study of this nature holds great relevance.
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The proposed study is an attempt to gain a deeper understanding into the status of SHG
movement in the state of Odisha, especially in the context of ongoing slowdown of micro
finance sector.
¾ Objectives of Study:
The objectives of the study are as follows:


To understand trends in the SHG movement in the recent years, in Odisha, especially
in the wake of the ongoing recession in the microfinance sector.



To make recommendations for making the SHGs more vibrant during the next 5-10
years.

¾ Methodology:
The following methods were employed to obtain information for the study.


Review of secondary literature such as reports, publications etc.



Structured questionnaire



Focused group discussions with members of some SHGs and CEOs of selected SHPI.

¾ Samples:
A sample of 50 SHGs (more than 5 years old), promoted by NGOs and Mission Shakti were
selected at random across different regions in Odisha for the purpose of the study. A detailed
list of the SHGs has been provided in the annexure.
¾ Timeline:
The study was conducted across a span of two months, August and September, 2013.
¾ Intended Beneficiaries:
This study hopes to benefit the various agencies that focus on undertaking developmental
work, such as Non Governmental Organisations, government organisations, and other
institutions and professionals who seek to use SHGs as a tool for pursuing diverse
developmental agenda.
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¾ Study Design:
The study was divided and undertaken in the following four phases:


Phase 1: Finalisation of samples and questionnaire; establishing contact with SHGs
and SHPIs for data collection.



Phase 2: Actual collection of data from sample SHGs and SHPIs (through structured
questionnaires and focus group discussions).



Phase 3: Tabulation of data; writing of draft report.



Phase 4: Finalisation of report.

¾ Scope of work:
The scope of work of this study included the following:


To articulate the perception of SHGs and SHPIs about the impact of the ongoing
recession in the microfinance sector and suggest measures for taking the SHG
movement into the next level of growth.



To examine growth patterns of SHGs in Odisha during last 5 years.

¾ Limitations of the study:
The shortcomings of the study included the following:


Due to time constraints, greater number of SHGs couldn’t be covered.

-----XXXX-----
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CHAPTER 2: SHG MOVEMENT IN ODISHA: AN OVERVIEW
¾ Introduction:
The state of Odisha is considered amongst one of the poorest and least developed in the
country. There is a dearth of funds as well as opportunities for the worse off sections of
society. The immediate effect of this is that the economically and socially vulnerable group
are left exposed, and they face a scarcity of funds to meet even their basic consumption
requirements. This causes them to resort to borrowing of funds (sometimes at very high
rates), which resultantly leads them into a poverty trap which becomes very hard to escape.

Schematic Representation of poverty trap and benefit of Microfinance
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¾ Genesis and Nature of SHG movement in Odisha:
The SHG movement was initiated in India in the mid 1980s, with the NGOs playing a
pioneering role in their promotion. In 1985 MYRADA, an NGO based in Tamil Nadu took
up the initiative of promoting numerous SHGs at the local level. The initial focal point was to
ensure availability and access to easy credit and put in place a sound credit system. When
such efforts proved successful, the SHG model was acknowledged as an effective channel of
poverty elimination and rural development, and the movement spread to other parts of the
county. The movement was initially supported by the RBI, NABARD etc which made
concerted efforts towards promoting SHGs and analysing their potential and performance.
Thereafter the SHG movement took off in a major way after institutional and policy support
was provided by NABARD in 1992, in the form of its SHG-Bank Linkage Program.
Resultantly, it gained momentum and spread to other states in the country especially Andhra
Pradesh, Odisha, and West Bengal.
The success of the SHG movement in Andhra Pradesh led to its widespread adoption in the
neighbouring state of Odisha. Initial growth of the SHG movement in Odisha was promoted
by various leading NGOs in the state like CYSD, Gram Vikas, PREM Fellowship etc. The
SHGs were initially designed as a forum for collective learning and for fostering a culture
which is characterised by mutual support and cooperation. (Source: CARE MF Study, 2002,
by Subrat Singhdeo). Thus the initial strategy evolved around the potential of SHGs to
provide an inclusive platform for the poor and extend support through these platforms so that
each of its members can have access to opportunities to aid in their empowerment both in
private and public life. In essence, the scope of SHGs extended to various areas apart from
promoting thrift, credit access and mutual savings. It was realized that these groups provided
economies of scale and allowed cost reduction in the production processes undertaken as a
common activity by the group.
As the SHG model gained widespread attention, the role of promoting these groups were
undertaken by Self Help Promoting Institutions (SHPIs). They played a key role in
identification of members and their formation into groups, providing them training w.r.t.
holding regular meetings, maintaining record books etc, and helping them inculcate a habit of
regular repayment, thrift etc. Initially, it was the NGOs that acquired the role of SHPI,
however, later on MFIs, government institutions etc also were instrumental in promoting
SHGs.
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With the implementation of NABARDs pilot project in 1992, as the SHG-Bank linkage
program gained momentum, SHGs became popular in Odisha as a cost effective credit
delivery system where transaction costs decreased sharply for both bankers and borrowers. In
its first phase, in 1992-93, NABARD’s pilot project linked 255 SHGs with banks (against a
target of 500 groups) which by 2006 became 1, 80,896 groups (Source: NABARD)
¾ Growth pattern of the SHG movement:
While the SHG movement kick-started in the mid 1980s in the country, its initial progress
was relatively slow, especially in Orissa. With the institutional support provided by
NABARD during the 1990s, the movement gradually gathered momentum at a moderate
pace. The SHG Bank Linkage Program was piloted in Odisha in the early 1990s, (1993-94).
However, it was scaled up since 1999-2000, and by 2004-05, Odisha was amongst the top
five highest ranking states in the country for the number of SHGs linked to banks. In 2001,
Mission Shakti was launched by the government, whose launch coincided with the rapid pace
of development work post the Odisha super cyclone. Under Mission Shakti, 0.44 million
SHGs with a membership base of 0.56 million women were formed and 7965 SHG
federations were promoted at GP/Block/District/State level. The State Govt created space for
these SHGs to take active part in Mid-day meal scheme, PDS, LP gas distribution, sanitation
campaign, marketing of SHG products etc.
Apart from that, as the microfinance sector became highly lucrative, a large number of new
players entered into the market in the form of Micro-Finance Institutions (MFIs), Non
Banking Financial Corporations (NBFCs) etc. These institutions also helped to increase the
magnitude of SHGs in the state. Additionally, NABARD also extended support to a large
number of small and medium SHPIs for promotion of SHGs. In the early phase a lot of SHGs
were formed in the southern and western regions of the state. Although, after the launch of
TRIPTI program the number of bank linkages stabilized, and the number of new SHGs credit
linked to banks as well as the amount of credit advanced, have both declined over the last two
years.
There was a steep decline in the SHG growth trajectory in 2008-09 by about 61% over 200708, after the phase of exponential growth enjoyed prior to that. While the reason is attributed
to having reached saturation levels in the sector, the effect may also be correlated with the
recession in the microfinance sector as well as a decline in political will. Moreover, since the
quantitative growth of the SHGs was achieved by compromising on quality, this could have
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had a detrimental
d
e
effect
on thhe bank linkkage prograam. The groowth of the SHG moveement in
Odisha can be traced in the following graaph:
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Pattern
n of SHG foormation
Some patterns
p
in SHG
S
formattion can be discussed as follows: Maximum numbers of SHGs,
irrespecctive of the promoting SHPIs, weere found in
n Western and
a Southerrn Orissa. Similarly
S
minimuum numberss of groups were formeed in Centraal and Northhern Orissa. Additionallly, most
of the group
g
formaation expennses incurredd by the SH
HPIs have come
c
by waay of grantss, inbuilt
as a component inn large integgrated proggrams suppo
orted by doonors like U
UNDP, Actiion Aid,
Ford Foundation
F
etc. Amonng financiall institution
ns, NABAR
RD has suupported maximum
m
numberr of small annd medium SHPIs for groups’
g
form
mation. (Souurce: Subraat Kumar Siinghdeo,
2006)
¾ Th
he ongoing recession
r
in
n the microofinance secctor (Genesis and imp
pact so far)):
The reccession in thhe micro-finnance sectoor can be traaced back to
t the state of Andhra Pradesh
which accounts
a
foor 60% of all
a microfinaance initiatiives As thhe microfinaance sector became
lucrativve, more and more playyers enteredd into the sector,
s
and this enhancced the com
mpetition
and most microfinaance instituutions emplooyed exploittative tacticcs to maxim
mise profitab
bility.
MFIs and
a NBFCs which subsstituted NG
GOs in the latter
l
half of
o the 2000ss started len
nding to
the SHG
Gs without crosscheckking on theirr quality an
nd loan repaayment creddibility. Theese loans
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involved huge credit amounts and at very high interest rates (up to 40%). In the absence of
any formal regulation by the apex bank, this proved to have a disastrous effect. Moreover, as
the SHG movement and model gained momentum the government, realising its potential also
became involved in doling out grants to these groups which eluded repayment. Thus the habit
of saving and repaying borrowed funds took a backseat, and thus many SHGs defaulted on
their loan repayments. Thus, as on March, 2012, NPA rose from 6.09% to 11.86% of the loan
outstanding. High NPAs were reported during last 4 years. In case of general SHGs,
repayment varied between 61.82%-49.21% and in case of SGSY SHGs, it ranged between
59.97% - 42.58 % (Source: ACCESS ,2012). This made the MFIs reluctant to provide further
loans and resulted in a fund crunch. This had a spill over effect in Odisha where the credit
tap soon became dry, banks restricted their funding, repeat finance was stopped, expansion
took a back seat and a few MFIs started defaulting. This was the genesis of the microfinance
recession in 2008.
However, soon thereafter, the NABARD, RBI, SIDBI etc put in place the institutional
framework for regulation of microfinance activities. Various guidelines were enacted
regarding fixing the upper limit of the rates of interest, margins to be kept by MFIs etc

-----XXXX-----
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C
CHAPTER
3: STUDY
Y FINDING
GS
This stuudy made an
a attempt to gain an understand
ding of the performancce of the SHGs
S
by
evaluatiing them onn various aspects suchh as the num
mber of mem
mbers, reguularity of meetings,
m
mobilizzation of saavings, scoppe and extennt of beneffit from bannk linkage eetc. Data reegarding
these was
w collecteed primarilyy through structured
s
questionnair
q
res duly fillled by the sample
SHGs. Efforts werre also madde to capturre the perceeptions of thhe SHGs annd SHPIs ab
bout the
scope of
o the SHG movement in the nearr future, thee roadmap during
d
the nnext five yeears etc.
Apart from
f
questiionnaires, Key
K Inform
mant Interviiews were conducted with the CEOs
C
of
SHPIs and
a leaders of SHGs. The
T findingss of the stud
dy are as folllows.
Group Meetings:
In a majority
m
of the SHGs sampled, it was fou
und that group meetinngs were regularly
r
conductted. Thus, in almostt three-fourrths of thee SHGs suurveyed, SH
HG meetin
ng were
conductted producttively. Thiss implies reegular turno
out by mem
mbers, effecctive discussion of
importaant and prodductive mattters, and faccilitation off savings and credit funnctions.

Re
egular mo
onthly mee
etings
off SHGs
No
27%

Y
Yes
73%

R
Regular
Savvings by members
with SHGs
No
23%

Figurre 3.1

Yess
77%
%

Figure 3.2

Savinggs Mobilizaation:
Regularrity in savinngs was a chharacteristicc found in 77%
7
of the SHGs
S
surveeyed. Typiccally, the
savingss by SHGs are
a done onn a monthlyy basis with the amountt of saving varying fro
om Rs10
to Rs 100
1 across the state with
w
a maxximum and minimum amount off Rs 50 and
d Rs 20
reportedd from soutthern /coastaal region & western reg
gion respecttively.
Regularrity in saviings impliees that all SHG memb
bers contribbute to thee group fun
nd on a
consisteent basis. The
T underlyying corollaary is the fact that thhese members have acccess to
surplus income (w
which they were berefft of earlierr) which in turn they can save, and
a thus
borrow at a later point
p
in tim
me. Greater savings mo
obilisation also impliees greater fu
unds for
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internal loan/ credit circulation. Thus 77% of SHGs rotate their savings amongst members to
meet consumption requirements.

Region wise monthly savings average
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Figure 3.3 Central East
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SHG Bank Linkage/ Loans from Banks:
The SHG bank linkage program
SHG Bank linkage
36%

7% (5438 SHGs)

(26272 SHGs)

has progressed remarkably in the
13%
(9941 SHGs)

state of Odisha during last couple
of years and the total groups
linked

31% (22928 SHGs)

to

banks

under

this

program comprise – 9.5% of the
13%

Figure 3.4
Central

total groups linked in the country.
Eastern

Northern

Southern

(9834 SHGs)
Western

As on March 2012 a total of 0.54

million SHGs have been formed with a savings of Rs 3613.6 million @Rs 6692 per SHG vs
the national average of Rs 8230.Similarly,0.31 SHGs have been credit linked to different
banks with a loan outstanding of Rs. 1653.4 million @ Rs 1,08,562 against the national
average of Rs 1,44,046. (Source: NABARD Report, 2012).
After its initial phase of its SHG Bank linkage program, NABARD has launched its second
phase. Discussions with leaders of SHGs revealed that although there is adequate awareness
among the SHGs, they have not yet accessed the same as it is newly introduced, and they
intend to avail it soon.
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The SH
HG Bank Linnkage Progrram usuallyy employs one
o of the thhree deliveryy models:


M
Model
1:- Baanks facilitaate SHG forrmation and
d provide thhem savingss and creditt linkage
diirectly.



M
Model
2:- NGOs
N
or other
o
SHPIss facilitate SHG form
mation and banks prov
vide the
saavings and credit
c
linkagge to SHGss



M
Model
3:- Baanks lend too MFIs, whoo facilitate group
g
formaation and onn lend to SH
HGs.

Loans from
f
bankss:
Aroundd 91% of thhe SHGs inn the sample reported
d to have avvailed loanns from ban
nks. The
frequenncy of availling loans is given beelow in Fig
g 3.5. The maximum numbers of
o SHGs
(aroundd 30%) havee received a bank loan three times.

Percent (%) of SHGs

35

Frequen
ncy of lo
oans recceived by
b SHGss
fro
om ban
nks

30
25

Frequen
ncy of loans
receipt by SHGs
from baanks

20
15
10
5
0
On
nce TwiceThrrice Four Fivee Six Seven Eight Nine
times timees times times times timess

Figure 3
3.5

Non Baank sourcess of credit:
Almost 70% of thee sample SH
HGs consennted to havin
ng access too alternativee sources off finance
from innstitutional sources othher than baanks. Apartt from the SHPIs, partticularly MFIs
M
and
NGOs who
w are thee primary sources
s
of credit,
c
the SHGs
S
also avail of fuunds from th
he govt.
depts. for
f the impleementation of schemess like Mid Day
D Meal, IC
CDS etc.
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Percentage of SHGs receiving
loans fron non bank sources
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Grantss:
While credit
c
comees with the obligation
o
o repaymen
of
nt, grants onn the other hand have no such
obligatiions. Thus,, grants, wh
hich are
DWCRA
7%

MADA
M
7%

So
ources of
o grantss

essentiaally one waay paymentts, often
hamperr the credit cycle by breaking
b

Blo
ock
7%
%

the finnancial disccipline and
d saving
ICDS
20%
UNDP
6%

Missio
on
Shaktti
53%
%

and reppayment habbits of people.
The vaarious sourrces of graants are
listed inn the fig bellow. It is fo
ound that

Figure 3.7

Missionn Shakti, im
mplemented
d by the
govt. iss the majoor source of grants

and acccounts for ovver 50% of the total grants to SHG
Gs.
As it can
c be obseerved from the adjoininng figure, almost
a
all grants
g
are prrimarily disstributed
throughh the numerous schemees of the govvernment. Except
E
UND
DP grants, w
which accou
unt for a
meagre 6% of the total quanttum of grannts to SHGss, others, evven excludinng the gran
nts made
exclusivvely by Mission
M
Shakkti, are esssentially go
overnment grants secuured under various
schemees
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Mainteenance of acccounts:
Amongg the SHGs surveyed, it

(almostt 60%), it was
w the NGO
O
staff (inn 30% SH
HGs) and thhe
volunteeers (in 30%
3
SHGss)
managinng

the

r
records

annd

40
0

Percentage (%) of SHGs

was fouund that in most SHG
Gs

Perrson maanaging the reccords
/ bo
ook kee
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20
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keepingg books off account. In
I
about
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the

Person man
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Figure 3.6

Figure
e 3.8

SHG
Gs

mbers main
ntained their books of account. In another
surveyeed, it was foound that thhe SHG mem
15% off the SHGss, the Secrretary or Prresident weere responssible for keeeping the records,
althouggh the process was facillitated by NGO
N
staff.
The datta so obtainned indicatees that over 60% of thee SHGs aree dependentt on externaal agents
like thee NGO stafff or volunnteers for maintenance
m
e of their books.
b
Thiss is a hindrrance in
achievinng self suffficiency to the
t fullest extent
e
and sustainabilit
s
ty of the grroup. Independence
in mainntaining recoords is an im
mportant chharacteristic of a good quality
q
grouup.
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Activitiies Undertaaken:

Activities
A
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v
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13%
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o
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13%
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Day
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Figure 3.9

Typicallly, SHGs have
h
been a forum for promoting
p
and
a facilitatting saving and credit facilities
f
among its memberrs. While thhis has beenn the primaary role of SHGs prom
moted by MFIs
M
and
banks, some
s
SHGss promoted by NGOs etc
e have fou
und to pursuue a wide raange of actiivities at
the com
mmunity levvel that beneefit the sociiety. The ho
ost of activitties undertaaken by thesse SHGs
include awarenesss programs on healthh, hygiene and safe drinking
d
w
water, resolu
ution of
househoold conflictts, protectioon of wom
men from social
s
harasssments, prrotection off forests
among others. Othher SHGs, usually
u
those promoted
d by the govvt. depts. arre involved in other
activitiees such as Mid
M Day Meal
M
Schem
mes, ICDS (Integrated
(
Child Deveelopment Scheme),
S
MNREG
GA etc. Thhe activities undertakeen by SHG
Gs vary acrross a diverrse spectru
um, with
involveement in livvelihood oriientated acttivities like agriculturee, fisheries etc to socially and
politicaally empow
wering activities like participation
p
n in villagee meetings, Gram Sab
bhas etc.
Over 611% of the SHGs
S
surveeyed were found
f
to bee involved in activities other than savings
and creddit.
Federaation Statuss:
The conncept of fedderation waas conceivedd by NGOs like PREM
M, ADHIKA
AR etc way back in
1995. However,
H
a that tim
at
me they weere conceiv
ved more as a platfoorm for prroviding
organisational spacces to its members
m
to increase
i
theeir bargaininng power inn the local decision
makingg process, and
a they diidn’t envisaage the rolee of financcial intermeediaries as they do
today. In recent times, a fedderation fullfils multip
ple objectives which innclude: Inttegrating
groups and providiing a comm
mon platform
m to share their
t
experiiences and pproblems, acting
a
as
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financiaal intermediiaries betweeen SHGs and
a banks and
a other fiinancial institutions, baalancing
fund reqquirements between caash rich andd cash poor SHGs, form
ming new ggroups, actin
ng as an
advocatte for membber groups, enabling thhe withdraw
wal of SHPIss etc.
It was found that 57% of thee surveyed SHGs weree a part of a federatioon. The durration of
memberrship of thee groups witth the SHGss is given in
n figure 3.100.

Percent (%) of SHGs

40

Years of
o mem
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federation Figure: 3.10
3

30

. The mainn reason beh
hind this
b
being
that oonce a mem
mber, the
b
benefits
of being a part of a
f
federation
aare often enjoyed,
e

20

i
irrespective
of wheth
her the

10

g
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is a nnew or old member.
m
A
Amongst
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d SHGs,

0
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Figu
ure3.10

a those grroups whicch claim
all
t be a parrt of the federation
to

have minimum
m
meembership duration
d
of 3 years. Wh
hile 25% off SHGs havve been mem
mbers of
federatiions for exaactly 3 yeaars, approxiimately 32%
%, 25% andd 12% havve been a part
p of a
federatiion for 4,5 and 6 yeaars respectivvely. Impreessively, alm
most 6% of SHGs haave been
memberrs of federaations for around 8 yearrs.
Moreovver, among the 43% off the SHGs who weren
n’t a part of any federration, somee groups
expresssed a desiree to promotee their ownn federation
ns in the nexxt few yearrs. This emp
phasises
the impportance andd benefits off being mem
mbers of a federation.
f
Satisfa
faction Leveels with SH
HGs:
An impportant criteerion for thhe survival and susten
nance of thhe SHG moovement liees in the
satisfacction levels of SHGs. Efforts weere made to
t capture the percepttions of th
he group
memberrs regardingg their satissfaction levvel with the performannce and operation of th
he group
and reaasons for dissatisfacti
d
ion, if anyy. The surv
vey captureed the folloowing tren
nds: The
satisfacction-dissatisfaction divvide was exxtremely clo
ose with 51% of the S
SHGs claimiing they
were saatisfied withh the way their SHGss were funcctioning. Onn the otherr hand, 49%
% of the
sample SHGs exprressed their dissatisfacttion over th
he functioninng of their SHGs. The reasons
for their dissatisfacction, ranginng from irregularity am
mong membbers in attennding meetiings and
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depositiing savingss, to lack off support byy governmeent and nonn co-operatiion by bank
ks, have
beenn provided
d in the

Reaasons fo
or dissattisfactio
on in SHGs
Lack of
goveernment
su
upport
28%

others
%
5%

Difficulty in
maintaing a/c
out
witho
externaal help
25%
%

Member's
Irrregularity in
a
attendance
a savings
and
28%

adjooin figure.
Alm
most 28% of the
SHG
Gs claimed
d that a
major

reaso
on

for

impproper fun
nctioning
Bankks not
givingg loans
14%

of

the

SHG
Gs

was

attriibuted to the
t
fact
thatt members often
o
do

Figure 3.1
11

not turn up for the
meeetings whiich are

usually on a monthhly basis. Resultantly,
R
their savin
ng deposits are also irrregular and this has
impacteed the qualiity of discuussions in thhe group, growth
g
of grroup funds etc. An eq
quivalent
28% alsso said thatt lack of any form of support
s
from
m the goverrnment wass a major hiindrance
for thesse groups. A quarter off the responndents said dependencee on externaal agents lik
ke NGO
staff, volunteers etc was a caause of their dissatisfaaction. Arouund 14% cclaimed lack
k of cooperatioon on behallf of banks in
i forwarding loans to SHGs was an issue w
which raises a finger
at the efforts
e
by NABARD
N
annd other bannking institutions to prrovide effecctive credit linkage.
Remainning 5% off the responndents citedd other reassons such as
a lack of access to low
l
cost
credit, the
t unfulfillled need forr providing vocational training to members eetc as the reason for
their disssatisfactionn.
Roadm
map for SHG
Gs – 5 yearrs ahead:
The stuudy also seeks to gain an
a understannding of thee SHG’s perrception of their group
p 5 years
down the
t line. Inn other worrds, attemptts were maade to undeerstand how
w they view
wed the
functionning of theeir groups in the nexxt five yearrs, what kinnd of activvities they wish to
undertaake/ expand what sort of
o roles theyy envisage undertaking
u
etc.
While traditionally
t
y, SHGs were
w
formedd with the intention
i
off acting as a medium//tool for
deliveraance of low
w cost, easilyy accessiblee finance to the poorer sections
s
of society, tod
day, they
have a acquired
a
a whole
w
new meaning
m
alttogether. Frrom the initiial credit annd savings activities
a
carried out by them
m, and the livelihood activities ad
dditionally undertakenn by them to
o ensure
their suustenance, thhe scope off their activiities has exp
panded beyoond measurre. Currently
y, SHGs
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pursue diverse rolles in the loocal develoopment paraadigm rangiing from im
mplementin
ng social
i
by the governnment like Mid
M Day Meal scheme,, to deliveriing LPG
welfaree programs initiated
gas cylinders to loocal househholds, to marketing
m
prroducts of MNCs
M
wishhing to cap
pture the
rural maarkets.
An attem
mpt to undeerstand the views
v
and visions
v
of SHGs depictted the folloowing trendss.

Roaadmap ‐ 5 years ahead
d.
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mote own
savings and credit
c
social activities
a
in d
different incom
me
federration
activitiess
the locality
generating
a
activities,
if lo
oan
beecomes availaable

Others

FFigure 3.12

Approxximately 94% of the surveyed SH
HGs said th
hat they vissualise theirr SHGs con
ntinuing
their savings and credit
c
activities in the next
n
5 yearss, along witth expandingg the scopee of their
activitiees to additioonally take up diverse social activ
vities in theeir communnities and lo
ocalities.
Moreovver, 67.5% claimed that they envisage the SHG undertaking
u
g different income
generating activitiees, providedd they havee access to the requiredd finance inn the form of loans
% of the SHGs claim
m that they see them
mselves proomoting theeir own
etc, andd over 47%
federatiions in the next
n five years. Anotheer 9% of SH
HGs see them
mselves purrsuing otherr diverse
activitiees such as adoptingg rotationall leadershiip, promotting markeeting facilitties for
themsellves etc.
Perception of ben
nefits of SH
HGs: Boon v/s
v Bane
HG leaders and CEOs of SHPIs reevealed thaat on the whhole, peoplee at both
Intervieews with SH
the grasssroots as well
w as top levels do beelieve that the SHG movement
m
haas definitely
y served
numeroous as a booon. It has beenefitted thee people of economically underpriivileged secctions in
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varied ways, ranging from social upliftment, to women empowerment, to emancipation on
political and economic front.
The perceptions captured highlight the fact that access to membership of SHGs has helped
women to crawl out of the domestic arena and take on new responsibilities. This in turn has
enhanced their standing in society as well as within the household. This ilk of empowerment
has also led to a decline in social evils like domestic violence etc.
Moreover, access to microfinance, by virtue of membership with a group, has enabled the
standard of living of people to witness an unprecedented rise. While initially funds were
needed to meet their consumption requirements, after prolonged access, they are now used to
finance productive activities.
Other benefits include empowerment on the political front, wherein SHG members
participate in Gram Sabhas, put up candidates for local Panchayats, and get actively involved
in the local decision making process.
Additionally, social activities taken up by SHGs at their community level, such as
campaigning against alcoholism, undertaking cleanliness and sanitation drives, promoting
education and literacy etc, all contribute to a change in the social fabric for the better.
The advent of the SHG concept also brought along with itself various intangible benefits such
as increased self confidence and self esteem among members, ability to effectively articulate
and communicate their view point, a enhanced level of leadership and entrepreneurship etc.
Apart from this, it also provides a sense of identity to its members which help to give them a
feeling of security.
What went wrong?
While the SHG movement holds tremendous power for ensuring the benefit of groups of
people at large, like all other things, it is not a foolproof mechanism for change. Despite the
fact that it has delivered on countless fronts, the movement truly lies at crossroads today. A
list of reasons can be analysed for its current position.
The SHG movement, which started as being a tool for microfinance interventions, began
getting exploited for the other purposes, after it delivered success. Numerous government
departments made use of SHGs to implement the govt. schemes meant to be implemented by
govt. staff (aanganwadi workers etc) and their productive capacities were increasingly
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stretched. This over-exploitation of the SHGs is one of the main reasons for the tumbling of
the movement.
Secondly, lack of capacity building activities, lack of any efforts to promote and prepare
members for increased responsibilities and managerial roles and other such inadequacies
resulted in a major setback for the movement. It resulted in a handicap for the members who
wished to pursue more ambitious roles, but failed to do so due to lack of necessary knowhow.
Moreover, intervention of the government in the form of grants and subsidies to the SHGs
(meant for their benefit) actually resulted in diminishing their financial discipline and
dissuading their saving and credit habits, thereby indirectly threatening the very purpose for
which they were formed. Govt. campaigns for promoting SHGs, like Mission Shakti etc
backfired when it resulted in decreasing the quality of the groups and rising of NPAs. SHGs
became a mere pawn in the political agendas which resulted in their downfall.
The MFIs compromised with the quality of SHGs while using them as a conduit to push their
credit portfolio for achieving operational self sufficiency within a short span of time. The
SHGs, on their part became members of different MFIs to avail fast and bigger amount of
credit, thereby diluting the very basis of SHG formation. In the words of an interviewee, “the
soul of SHGs was lost”.
Scope for revival:
However, optimists believe that as in case of all markets, periods of boom and recession are
inevitable, and hence the SHG movement will revive in the near future. After the
recessionary phase of funds scarcity and high interest rates, now only genuine players shall
remain in the field thereby ensuring a recovery. The fact that SHGs have been factored as inbuilt component in the National Rural Livelihood Mission augurs well for the future of the
SHGs. The Micro Finance Bill which has been pending in the Parliament would give the
required comfort level to the banks to upscale loan funding to the SHGs, if passed.
Sustainability of SHGs:
The concept of group collectivism as a proxy for collateral and guarantee for credit is indeed
an innovative idea that plays on the very basic human instincts of “man being a social
animal”. Thus, while the concept inherently revolves around sustainability, great onus lies on
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the development agents such as NGOs and other SHPIs. While a donor driven model is
unlikely to be sustainable in the long run, a model wherein the SHPIs engage in a strategic
intervention to provide a scaffolding to the groups in the initial stages and withdraw
themselves in due course of time, leads to greater self-sufficiency and hence sustainability.
-----XXXX-----
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CHAPTER 4: SUGGESTIONS AND CONCLUSION
In order to promote and enhance the SHG movement in Odisha, some remedial measures can
be put in place. The following section lays down some relevant suggestions and policy
implications for the improvement of SHG movement in Odisha.


Capacity building initiatives:

Lack of capacity building initiatives are one of the major impediments for SHGs. Emphasis
needs to be placed on providing training related to financial literacy, management of group
dynamics, skills to ensure smooth management and sustainability of their businesses. Thus
initiatives for training and capacity building need to be stepped up. While many SHPIs are
already doing this , this type of work needs to be scaled up. Moreover, these need to be made
more affordable as the cost of such programs often put a burden on the groups or the
promoting institutions


Book keeping and MIS:

Although the dependence of SHGs on external agents for the maintenance of their accounts
and book keeping has declined over the last few years, efforts need to be made to further
minimize this dependence by providing training to the members on the methods and
procedures for maintaining accounts and records. Moreover the concept of MIS needs to be
popularised further among the groups and especially their promoting institutions, as it is a
key component for building a successful microfinance program. Training needs to be
provided on how to pursue standard practises such as member profile, monitoring indicators,
analysis of over dues etc. which will help increase efficiency.


Skill development of SHG members

Emphasis also needs to be placed on training the SHG members in specific skills that
contribute to providing better economic opportunities as well as improving the functioning of
the groups. While workshops on building entrepreneurship skills, marketing strategies etc
facilitate increased productivity, other workshops on promoting leadership skills, team
building activities etc contribute to an overall smooth functioning of the groups.
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Strengthening and Promotion of Federations :

As federations provide an important platform for discussion of issues, interaction among
members, increasing the collective bargaining power of groups etc, efforts need to be
undertaken to ensure promotion of a large number of federations, as well as to strengthen the
existing ones. Around 45% of the SHGs surveyed consented to a will to promote their own
federations, and serious efforts should be made to facilitate the same. NABARD need to
invest more in a systematic manner towards promotion of federations.


Follow up on implementation of bank linkage program:

The first phase of the SHG Bank Linkage Program by NABARD has brought about
unprecedented benefits to the people, and its fallacies are addressed in the second phase.
NABARD has already issued a circular (No. 65 (A)/MCID-04/2011-12 dtd 27th March, 2012)
to all the scheduled commercial banks/RRBs/SCBs for revisiting the SHG-bank linkage
programme. Some of the major suggestions of this guideline are

as follows; allowing

voluntary savings, modification of the credit product to suit members’ needs, cash
credit/overdraft system of lending for SHGs, term loans, enabling joint liability groups within
SHGs, improving risk mitigation systems, building second tier institutions strengthening
monitoring mechanism and addressing training requirements. Such measures, if implemented,
will surely take the SHG movement in the country to new height.
However, the fact that most interviewees claimed to have heard of the phase II of the
program, but are yet unaware of the details and have not yet acted upon it, is a major concern.
Thus, a regular and sincere follow up on the implementation on the SHG Bank Linkage
Program phase-2 needs to be done. Additionally, mechanisms to monitor the effective use of
bank loans after the loan is availed need to be put in place (for example, whether the loan is
being used for consumption purposes or other productive purposes).


Improve quality of groups promoted by Mission Shakti:

A major concern about the SHGs promoted by the government programs such as Mission
Shakti is the poor quality of the groups. Widespread opinion prevalent among the promoters
and specialists is that the quality of the groups, in terms of the regularity of meetings,
creditworthiness etc has been compromised for quantity. The main purpose of the formation
of SHGs has infact been diluted with the onset of such inferior quality groups.
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Micro-enterprise promotion and marketing facilities

Another area where efforts can be made for improvement is regarding promoting microenterprises and providing marketing facilities. While various organisations are involved in
such activities, these need to be taken up on a more massive scale to ensure that access to
credit result in income enhancement for the SHG members.


Innovation in credit delivery mechanism

Apart from strengthening and adding to the existing channels for credit delivery, innovations
regarding new and alternative credit delivery mechanisms may be brought about. The
directive of the think tanks in the field should be, to think of ways to not only enhance and
improve the current mechanism, but also come up with novel ideas to put in place new credit
delivery mechanisms that would contribute to greater benefit of the people.


Developing backward (procuring raw material) and forward linkages

An important pre-requisite for ensuring the sustainability of SHGs is to develop backward
and forward linkages. Such developments will help to strengthen the livelihood activities of
the people which in turn helps them to attain self sufficiency and sustainability. While
developing backward linkage include strategies for uninterrupted procurement of raw
materials, smooth functioning of the production process etc, developing forward linkages
involve methods adopted for promoting marketing activities etc. Both these are essential for
survival and sustenance of the movement.


Role of NABARD

It has been 20 years since the SHG movement began in the country and there is a felt need for
rebuilding the movement with renewed vigour. NABARD has an opportunity to spell out the
future of the SHG movement with the help of national consultations, surveys and research.
 In order to make the credit information bureaus( CIBs) function effectively and avoid
multiple lending, the initial investments may be made by the Financial Inclusion
Technology Fund housed under NABARD
 Funds under Financial Inclusion Fund should be invested in SHPIs working in
backward and underserved regions, promoting the cause of financial inclusion.
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Conclusion:
The SHG movement in Odisha is indeed at cross-roads today. Inefficiencies in the
administrative tiers of operation, leakages in the implementation system, lack of political will
in some aspects (such as w.r.t. promotion of federations) or excessive politicisation in other
aspects has caused the quality of SHGs to deteriorate, thereby compelling the SHG
movement and thus the micro-finance sector into a rough patch. However, the sheer
magnitude of the benefits of the SHG movement and micro-finance cannot be undermined
and thus sincere and concerted efforts need to be made to ensure its survival.
Finally, it needs to be emphasised that there is immense scope for improvement and thus
employing our resources efficiently can help us achieve our set goals and objectives on the
development front. Hence, the solution lies in looking ahead and finding long-lasting and
permanent answers to the various issues and incorporating these modifications at the earliest,
to achieve the desired results.

-----XXXX-----
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Annexure- 1
Are the self help groups in Odisha at a cross road?
(A study by Madhyam Foundation)
Questionnaire
Name of the SHG
Village
GP
Block

:
:
:
:

Date of formation:
No. of Members:
Promoted by :
District

1. Does your SHG conduct monthly meetings regularly?
2. Do all the members save with the SHG regularly?
3. Has your SHG received loan from any bank?
If yes, how many times

Yes/No
Yes/No
Yes/No

4. Has your SHG received loan from any other source than bank?
If yes, please specify the sources and no. of times loan received

Yes/No

5. Has your SHG received any grant from govt. or any other sources?
If yes, please specify

Yes/No

:

6. Does your SHG undertake any activity other than savings and credit? Yes/No
If yes, please specify those activities.
7. How are the book keeping managed in your SHG? By SHG members / by NGO staff / by
volunteer / any other pl .specify.
8. Is your SHG a part of any federation?
Yes/No
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If yes, since which year?
9. Are you satisfied the way your SHG is presently functioning?
Yes/No
If No, what are the reasons? (Please give a 9 )
a. Some members do not attend meeting & do not deposit monthly savings regularly.
b. Banks are not giving loan to SHG
c. We are facing difficulty in maintaining our accounts and other records without any
external support
d. Govt. is not providing any support to SHG.
e. Any other (Please specify)

10. How do you see your SHG in next five years from now?
a. We will continue our saving & credit activities
b. We will undertake different income generating activities provided loan from banks or
any other source become available
c. We will take up other social activities in our locality
d. We will promote our own federation
e. Any other (Please specify)

Date:

(Signature of the President/Secretary of the SHG)
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Annexure – 2
List of SHGs which participated in this study
Sl#
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28
29
30
31
32
33
34
35

SHG Names
Mauli Maa SHG, Gouda guda village, Malkangiri
Mauli Maa SHG, Tekguda village, Malkangiri
Maa Santoshi SHG, Ramguda village, Malkangiri
Maa Taarini SHG, Dariguda village, Malkangiri
Namita Oscard SHG, Biraguda village, Malkangiri
Sri Arabindo Mahila Sanghathan, Sekpatna village, Balipatna
Satyasai Mahila Sangathan, Mundahanapatna village, Balipatna
Subhadarshini Mahila Sangathan, Athantar village, Balipatna
Basudev Mahila Sangathan, Ghasi Andhoti village, Balipatna
Nipuna Teracotta Producers Group, Kandalsahi vill, Balipatna
Maa MAheshwari SHG, Baunsuni village, Boudh
Dadhibamana SHG, Palaspat village, Boudh
Sidheshwara SHG, Sangrampur village, Boudh
Mahadev Baba SHG, Maneswar village, Boudh
Maa Thakurani SHG, Bastampur village, Boudh
KMM Khulari-A, Khulari village, Kendrapada
KMM Bidyanagar-C, Bidyanagar village, Cuttack
KMM Kanthipu-C, Kanthipur village, Cuttack
KMM Palikinara-H, Palikinara village, Cuttack
KMM Paikinara-G, Paikinara village, Cuttack
Maa Mahalaxmi Mahila Mandal SHG, Gargab village, Kalahandi
Maa Narayani Mahila Mandal SHG, Tempri village, Kalahandi
Maa Budharaja Mahila Mandal SHG, Kumbhari village,
Kalahandi
Maa Bhabani Mahila Mandal SHG, Dhanramal village,
Kalahandi
Maa Saraswati Mahila Mandal SHG, Tempri village, Kalahandi
Sindhu Devi Mahila Sangh SHG, Maliput village, Koraput
Maa Laxmi SHG, Kamarguda village, Koraput
Christo Mahila Sangh, Badel village, Koraput
Ananta Mahima SHG, Sishaput village, Koraput
Brundabati SHG, Kitwa village, Koraput
Ma Hundidevata SHG, Hanjarpentha village, Koraput
Maa Maanikeswari SHG, Mohangiri village, Kalahandi
Maa Santoshi MSS SHG, UperNuagaon village, Kalahandi
Jai Jagannath MSS SHG, Manikera village, Kalahandi
Maa Mangala SHG, Mohangiri village, Kalahandi

Promoted By
Puspac-Malkangiri
Puspac-Malkangiri
Puspac-Malkangiri
Self
Puspac-Malkangiri
DSS - Khurdha
DSS - Khurdha
DSS - Khurdha
DSS - Khurdha
DSS - Khurdha
YCDA-Boudh
YCDA-Boudh
YCDA-Boudh
YCDA-Boudh
YCDA-Boudh
Gram Utthan-Kendrapara
Gram Utthan-Kendrapara
Gram Utthan-Kendrapara
Gram Utthan-Kendrapara
Gram Utthan-Kendrapara
Lok Yojana-Kalahandi
Lok Yojana-Kalahandi
Lok Yojana-Kalahandi
Lok Yojana-Kalahandi
Lok Yojana-Kalahandi
Pragati-Koraput
Self/ Pragati-Koraput
Pragati-Koraput
Pragati-Koraput
Pragati-Koraput
Pragati-Koraput
Maha Shakti Foundation- Kalahandi
Maha Shakti Foundation- Kalahandi
Maha Shakti Foundation- Kalahandi
Maha Shakti Foundation- Kalahandi
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Annexure – 3
List of key informant interviewees:
Interview with CEOs of SHPIs:





Mr Kedareswar Choudhury, Secretary, Darbar Sahitya Sansad,Dt: Khurdha
Mr Govind Dash, Secretary,Gram Utthan,Dt: Kendrapara
Mr Parsuram Nayak, Managing Director,SMCS, Bhubaneswar
Mr Nagendra Kumar Acharya, Consultant, Odisha Livelihood Mission, Govt of
Odisha

Annexure – 4
List of charts and graphs:


Fig. 2.1

Schematic Representation of poverty trap and benefit of micro-finance



Fig. 2.2

Percentage Growth in SHGs in Odisha



Fig. 3.1 Regularity in monthly meetings of SHG members



Fig. 3.2

Regularity in savings by SHG Members



Fig. 3.3

SHG Monthly Savings Average



Fig. 3.4

SHG Bank Linkage



Fig. 3.5

Frequency of loans received by SHGs from Banks



Fig. 3.6

Frequency of loan received by SHGs from Non-Bank sources



Fig. 3.7

Sources of grants



Fig. 3.8 Person managing the records/ book keeping



Fig. 3.9 Activities by SHGs except credit and savings



Fig. 3.10 Years of membership of SHGs with a Federation



Fig. 3.11 Reasons for dissatisfaction in SHGs



Fig. 3.12 Roadmap of SHGs
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Annexure – 5
List of reference books/reports:
1. Subrat Kumar Singhdeo, Rabindra Sahu, Pradipta Sundaray; “Status of Microfinance
Intervention in Orissa – A study”; commissioned by CARE, Orissa,2002.
2. Subrat Kumar Singhdeo; “Market Research Survey of SHPIs in Orissa, commissioned by
Freedom from Hunger,2006”
3. EDA Rural Systems Pvt Ltd, APMAS; “Self Help groups in India – A study of the lights
and shades”; 2006
4. Ajay Tankha; “Banking on Self Help Groups – 20 years on”; ACCESS Development
Services and Sage Publications; 2012
5. Kim Wilson; “The New Microfinance – An essay on the SHG movement in India”;
Journal of Microfinance (Volume 4 Number 2)
6. Debadutta K. Panda; “Women’s Empowerment through SHG Revolution in Orissa”
7. ACCESS
Development
Services;
“SHGs
Orissa”;Commissioned by TRIPTI, Govt of Odisha

and

their

Federations

in

8. NABARD Annual Reports
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